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Chinese Made Easy has five levels: Book 1, 2 and 3, 4 and 5, with textbooks (incl. CDs),

workbooks. After completing this series, learners will acquire a vocabulary of approximately 1,700

Chinese characters and several thousand phrases. This course features task-based learning

coupled with a focus on form and function. Textbooks are in full color and include both simplified

and traditional Chinese characters on vocabulary lists.
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I teach Chinese at a junior high and needed some new resources to use; I ordered this textbook

upon recommendation from another teacher. It is written in simplified Chinese characters with pinyin

included. The pages are packed with different skill sets and sentence practices. There are engaging

pictures as well. It also comes with an audio CD for listening practice. The textbook is divided into

five sections and 21 chapters. The topics range from basic introduction skills, days of the week,

family and work, to food and countries.What I like most about the textbook is that it includes the

pinyin above the characters and appeals to teens. The price was also fairly reasonable. I would

recommend it for beginning Chinese speakers in junior high and high school. It may be a little hard

for an elementary student to navigate.This textbook has been a great addition to the various

resources I use to teach.

I've been looking for a book like this one. And honestly there is not none like this. I mean they drive

you from the beginning and start teaching you all the Chinese's stuff. I'm a self student and i am



learning mandarin faster than i can imagine. I totally recommended to buy not just the book, also the

workbook. I am dealing to buy the whole series of it ( just to avoid if the sold out, which i don't doubt

it if happen).You wont regret, just buy it.

I am really frustrated with the CD audio that came with this book.It's very unorganized and

confusing. This is the second time i bought a Mandarin book and the audio is not detailed and follow

along as well with the text. I enjoy the characters and color throughout the pages; it makes studying

the book enjoying. However, the audio is a very important part of learning a new language and this

book's audio totally threw me off.

I really wanted a book for our family to begin learning Chinese. This one is not easy to follow for a

beginner.

I bought it for my daughter and now she's going on in Chinese all over the house. It is a great

introduction to the language in my view.

I brought this book for my 11 year old, as she is taking Chinese this year! It was a great buy and the

CD it comes with is very helpful!!!

I have been looking for a Chinese textbook for little children. The book I bought from .com is just the

one I am look for. It gos with cartoon pictures and dialogue and attract childcare's attention.

excellent classroom companion
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